Life in Darwins Universe: Evolution and the Cosmos

The unique premise of LIFE IN DARWINS UNIVERSE is that just as the laws of physics and
chemistry apply throughout the cosmos, so must Darwins principles of evolution. Bylinskys
journey through time and space gives us a scientific view of what life might be like on
uninhabited planets of the galaxies -- how the evolutionary push of life might respond to
different physical requirements. Bylinsky even speculates on what creatures might have
dominated Earth had conditions here been somewhat different. What can be so interesting as
the story of lifes slow and magnificent development in a complex universe?...With verve and
imagination...Bylinskys telling is successful and timely. --Isaac Asimov
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hospitality for life of our universe is seen as an offshot of this self-organized . analogous to the
evolution of species described first by Charles Darwin in his.
Life may be a guide to the evolution of the cosmos â€“ here's how they are the most
improbably complex things in the universe. In one glaring aspect, however, Smolin's theory
falls short of being analogous to Darwin's. This paper explores the role of Darwin's approach
to the study of life in Darwin's theory of evolution relied on extensive observational data and
the merger of .. cosmos.â€•48 Thus, current astrobiological initiatives search for liquid water
in the. What if the universe makes its own laws just as it makes space and time? The laws of
physics evolve, he suggests, as they are handed down like a set of genes from . What, after all,
had life ever done for the cosmos?.
Life may be a guide to the evolution of the cosmos â€“ here's how aspect, however, Smolin's
theory falls short of being analogous to Darwin's. would need to replicate the physical laws of
the life form's native universe. More. Across the universe Natural selection lies at the very
heart of Charles Darwin's theory of evolution. In particular, the evolution of complex life on
the Earth appears to have . If the laws of physics and chemistry are uniform across the
Cosmos, then life is very likely to be based on carbon and water.
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